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Opalesque Exclusive: Portland-based manager launches equity hedged strategy meant to outperform the S&P... [more]B. G., Opalesque Geneva: TradeWinds has just launched a global hedged equity fund, which is derived from a successful long-only strategy and boasts a proven and systematic way to identify where the global bull markets are occurring. 

The concentrated hedged equity program Aeolus (named
SWFs up the ante on climate game... [more]Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Sovereign wealth funds are doing more to address climate change in their portfolios, as more among them are employing tools like carbon footprinting and climate scenario analysis to monitor their climate impact.

According to a survey by the International Forum of S
Partners Group adds private markets royalties to its investment platform... [more]Bailey McCann, Opalesque New York: Partners Group has added private markets royalties as the fifth pillar of its investment platform alongside private equity, infrastructure, private credit, and real estate.

Partners Group says the product will be the first dedicated, scalable multi-sector ro
GQG enters private markets investing... [more]Bailey McCann, Opalesque New York: GQG Partners has launched GQG Private Capital Solutions a group that will invest in fund managers and offer other liquidity solutions.

Alongside the launch, GQG has announced that it has entered into an agreement with Australia-listed Pacific Current Group L
High-profile hedge fund managers line up launches for 2024... [more]From Reuters: A bumper crop of 40 high-profile hedge fund launches by former portfolio managers of multi-billion dollar firms is expected this year, said research firm PivotalPath and other prime broker and industry sources.
Traders from Citadel, Lone Pine Capital, Oaktree Capital Management and
Hedge funds sue SEC over new dealer rule... [more]From WSJ: The hedge-fund industry sued Wall Street's top regulator on Monday to challenge a new rule increasing scrutiny on firms that are voluminous buyers and sellers of stocks and U.S. government bonds.
The lawsuit opposes a recent broadening in the definition of what the Securities and Excha
Biopharma funds continue to surge... [more]From Institutional Investor: The once beaten-down sector posted strong gains for the fourth straight month.
Most biopharma and life sciences hedge funds fared well in February, extending their winning streak to four months. Several posted double-digit gains for the month, and most others had inc
New Launches: Blackstone-backed ASK launches hedge fund for UHNWIs, family offices, Amundi launches "lowest cost" all country Ucits ETF... [more]Blackstone-backed ASK launches hedge fund for UHNWIs, family offices

From City Wire: Blackstone-backed ASK Asset and Wealth Management Group has launched ASK Absolute Return Fund, via its subsidiary, ASK Hedge Solutions, with the aim to raise $361M over the next six months.
The open
Tokenization trends 2024: Comparing hedge fund vs. venture capital strategies... [more]From Medium: In the ever-evolving landscape of finance, traditional methods are being challenged by innovative technologies, and tokenization stands at the forefront of this transformation. 
As we delve into the digital era, the concept of tokenization emerges as a powerful tool, offering unpara
Institutional Investors: CalPERS pledges more than $8bn to alts, LACERA decreases venture capital allocation range, but experts say it doesn't signal a trend, New Orleans Sewerage in search of equity, fixed-income portfolio managers, Previndai's sub-fund returns 11% with mix of equity and alternative funds... [more]CalPERS pledges more than $8bn to alts

From PIonline.com: CalPERS staff reported committing a total of $8.4 billion to private markets investment funds in the third quarter. 
The largest commitment made by the $492.8 billion California Public Employees' Retirement System, Sacrament
Investing: Dan Loeb enters the chip wars, Hedge funds buy largest bulk of bank stocks in a year... [more]Dan Loeb enters the chip wars

From NY Times: A small computer chip design company, R2 Semiconductor, has been notching wins in a potentially big patent fight against Intel over the past few months - a dispute that could force Intel to stop selling several chip lines in Europe. 
Behi
SPACs: NYSE moves to boot Wilbur Ross-backed SPAC... [more]From Law 360: Ross Acquisition Corp. II, a special-purpose acquisition company founded by former U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, disclosed Monday the New York Stock Exchange has suspended trading of its shares and began the delisting process after the SPAC failed to complete a merger within the
People: Goldman Sachs MD that left for hedge fund Bridgewater Associates comes home, Lombard Odier hires Stonehage Fleming sustainability head... [more]Goldman Sachs MD that left for hedge fund Bridgewater Associates comes home

From eFinancial Careers: Many Goldman Sachs MDs leave for hedge funds, but Ray Dalio's Bridgewater Associates is rarely their destination. The fund, which has a somewhat infamous culture, brought Yuriy Podoshev 
Crypto: Binance tasks prime brokers with checks to root out US investors, Is Bitcoin ready for new all-time high now that excessive leverage is gone?, Crypto lender Genesis says its liquidation plan abides by bankruptcy rules... [more]Binance tasks prime brokers with checks to root out US investors

From Bloomberg: Binance has asked prime brokers to run more stringent checks to keep US investors off the crypto exchange in the fallout from last year's plea deal with the nation's authorities, people with knowledge of th
Commodity: Commodity traders sitting on up to $120bn in cash after years of record profits... [more]From FT: The commodity trading industry has accumulated as much as $120bn in cash reserves after five years of record growth, building a war chest that the biggest traders are set to reinvest to strengthen their dominance.
The industry reserves, estimated at between $70bn and $120bn in a study b
Tech: Will the widespread adoption of AI for investments present risks to economic stability?... [more]As Professor Stephen Hawking once warned, the creation of powerful artificial intelligence will be "either the best, or the worst thing, ever to happen to humanity." 
Worse, not long ago, the Economist featured historian and philosopher Yuval Noah Harari who declared that AI "has hacked the oper
MENA: Abu Dhabi fund offers to buy out investors fleeing China private equity, Tailwinds boost Middle East PE... [more]Abu Dhabi fund offers to buy out investors fleeing China private equity

From FT: The Abu Dhabi Investment Authority is seeking to capitalise on western investors' retreat from China by offering to buy at a discount their stakes in funds managed by Hong Kong-based PAG.
The move from 
Asia: Hong Kong private credit goes where banks fear to tread: loans against property, Japan government pushes to improve corporate pension operations... [more]Hong Kong private credit goes where banks fear to tread: loans against property  

From South China Morning Post: Hong Kong-based Gaw Capital and Pacific Aegis Capital Management Group (PACM) are building a US$400 million war chest to tap lending opportunities backed by properties in the
PE/VC: India's painful venture capital crunch... [more]From FT: The Indian stock market is in a sweet spot. The Nifty 50 index is up 30 per cent in the past year and 90 per cent over five years. Domestic flows into the market have now been positive for three years in what analysts at Morgan Stanley describe as a dream run.
At the same time, as the b
Study: Global ETFs touched $12.25tn at the end of February... [more]ETFGI reports assets invested in the global ETFs industry reached a new milestone of US$12.25 Tn at the end of February. 
During February the global ETFs industry gathered US$116.30 billion in net inflows, bringing year to date net inflows to US$253.04 billion, according to ETFGI's February 2024
ESG: Greenwashing crackdown: lessons learned and paths forward for asset managers, EU workplace pension funds align little with ESG taxonomy... [more]Greenwashing crackdown: lessons learned and paths forward for asset managers

From IPE: Green funds have undoubtedly experienced a boom in recent years, with some paying the price as a result of greenwashing accusations and subsequent fines by regulators.
In light of this, IPE looked
Legal: SEC blasted by judge for 'gross abuse of power' in crypto case... [more]From Bloomberg: A federal judge in Utah took the extremely unusual step of sanctioning the Securities and Exchange Commission, saying that the regulator abused its authority in a case against crypto platform Digital Licensing Inc., known as DEBT Box. 
The SEC's conduct "constitutes a gross abuse
Activists: While fighting Disney, Trian Partners has its own drama, Dye & Durham targeted by activist investor Engine Capital... [more]While fighting Disney, Trian Partners has its own drama

From WSJ: Nelson Peltz's hedge fund, Trian Partners, is in the middle of a vicious proxy fight for seats on Disney's board. But while arguing it can help Disney "restore the magic," Trian is dealing with its own turmoil.
Its as
News Briefs: Hedge fund job cuts are a reminder why people stay at banks, An unexpected asset could now be the best 60/40 portfolio hedge... [more]Hedge fund job cuts are a reminder why people stay at banks

From eFinancial Careers: Hedge funds are not immune to cutting staff. Their tendency to "stop" people who make losses above a tolerable level has long been documented, but that's not all. Like banks, they also have periodic cul
And, finally: That's expensive Lego... [more]From UPI: At the Goodwill store in Du Bois, Pennsylvania, workers found a treasure in a box of old Lego pieces, United Press International reported on March 12: a 14-karat gold Kanohi Hau mask from Lego's Bionicle collection. Originally priced at Goodwill at $14.95, the piece eventually sold for $18
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 Portland-based manager launches equity hedged strategy meant to outperform the S&P
B. G., Opalesque Geneva: TradeWinds has just launched a global hedged equity fund, which is derived from a successful long-only strategy and boasts a proven and systematic way to identify where the global bull markets are occurring. 

The concentrated hedged equity program Aeolus (named after the Greek god of...» Full Story
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Arcus racks up $1.74bn surpassing target for European infrastructure fund 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Arcus Infrastructure Partners has received €1.61bn ($1.74bn) in capital commitments for its third fund Arcus European Infrastructure Fund 3 (AEIF3), exceeding its orig...
» Full Story
Xponance Alts Solutions invests in The Copia Group 
Opalesque Industry Update - Xponance Alts Solutions (XAlts), a subsidiary of Xponance Inc, announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with private investment firm The Copia Group ("Cop...
» Full Story
SWFs up the ante on climate game 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Sovereign wealth funds are doing more to address climate change in their portfolios, as more among them are employing tools like carbon footprinting and climate scenario an...
» Full Story
Partners Group adds private markets royalties to its investment platform 
Bailey McCann, Opalesque New York: Partners Group has added private markets royalties as the fifth pillar of its investment platform alongside private equity, infrastructure, private credit, and real...
» Full Story
GQG enters private markets investing 
Bailey McCann, Opalesque New York: GQG Partners has launched GQG Private Capital Solutions a group that will invest in fund managers and offer other liquidity solutions.

Alongside the launch, GQG has...
» Full Story
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	 New Managers


 Editorial
Dear Opalesque Reader,

Welcome to the February issue of New Managers! 


In Bulletin, we have an update on a new emerging manager event from global investment consultant Meketa. We also look at aggre...» Full Story

	 All stories » 
	 Get updates by RSS »




	 





				

				
						
			
			
			
			
			
Latest Video

 
Featuring: Ironshield Capital and David Nazar: How to build one of the longest, most successful track records in credit

Founded in 2007, London-based Ironshield Capital Management has one of the longest and most successful track records in credit investing, delivering equity-like returns whilst limiting drawdowns. The team is one of the most experi...» Watch the video 
	 More Videos  » 
	Subscribe to Video Feed »





	The Big Picture



 Fine wine market affected by double scarcity and growing demand
B. G., Opalesque Geneva: Many investors don't realise how big the wine market is, says Nicolas Mandiharat, co-founder of WineChain, in a recent webinar. This is surprising since it is one of the biggest - and one of the oldest - consumer markets. 

Indeed, the global wine market size is expected.. » Full Story
	All stories » 
	One month free trial subscription »




	Round Table - The Bahamas



Securities Commission puts Bahamas at the forefront of global digital asset regulation
On July 10th, 1973, The Bahamas achieved a historic milestone by transitioning from a 300-year-long colony to an Independent Nation. As the country commemorates its 50th anniversary of independence, this Roundtable conversation starts with an examination of the factors that have elevated it to the forefront as an international financial center.
"Already back in 1936, The Bahamas was at the forefront of private wealth management, although we didn't use that exact term," says ...
» Download Current Issue (The Bahamas)
	Round Table Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »




	Horizons: Family Office & Investor Magazine




 
The Fraud Issue

Criminals continue to fleece high net-worth individuals and family offices through sophisticated scams that involve elaborate presentations, fake companies and websites, and fraudulent documents that appear credible.

We've documented three cases that describe the highly sophisticated, complex structures and cunningly designed processes which ultimately lead to straightforward investment fraud. This has
» Download Current Issue 
	Horizons Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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	 All



	 	 
	 




Opalesque has been publishing Technical Research (chart analysis) since April 2006. Opalesque Technical Research offers technical chart analysis with a global perspective on all major markets, including Equity Indices, Fixed Income, Currencies, and Commodities.

Opalesque Technical Research is unique compared to most available research which is fundamental in nature, and not technically (chart) oriented. In addition, most current available research is mainly equity based, and not global in nature. 


» Current Issue

	To view this chart and receive our Technical Research as PDF please subscribe here
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  »This week  »   This month »  Next month »All Events
	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds – Summer, New York
 »  Mon, 17 Jun 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...

	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds - Fall, New York
 »  Mon, 16 Sep 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...



	Display All Events » 
	Add your event here »
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